Corrigendum for Extension of Date for submission of Request for Quotation for Deepening of four ponds at Thiatola (Rumga), Matiadand and Amaratikra villages of Marwahi Forest Range of Chhattisgarh for rain water harvesting and augmentation of water resources for upscaling of SLEM best practices under ESIP

Procurement Reference No.: IN-ICFRE-156637-CW-RFQ

Date for submission of Request for Quotation for Deepening of four ponds at Thiatola (Rumga), Matiadand and Amaratikra villages of Marwahi Forest Range of Chhattisgarh for rain water harvesting and augmentation of water resources for upscaling of SLEM best practices under ESIP has been extended upto 26th May 2020 due to pandemic Covid-19 situation. Rest of the terms and conditions of the Request for Quotation (letter no. 8/2018/ESIP/BCC/ICFRE-156637/455 on dated 04/03/2020) remain unchanged.

(Signed) R.S. Rawat

Project Manager